
CARTOON NOVEL SAMPLE

There was one man who lived with his cat. The man was stupid and stingy and no 
wonder no one wanted to live with him. The cat was no matter where she lived, as 
long as she was getting some food. It was a nice cat, big and white - but terrible 
lazy. Many of them two lived together, though they did not quite agree. The man 
mumbled on the cat, the cat scratched the man. One day a man said to the cat: 
"You will make a house today, and I'll go to the guests. - I'm not a dog to keep you 
home! Replied the cat. - If you go to the guests, I'm going to my girlfriend. I'm not 
going to mention the rest. But a man was angry at it worse than ever before, and he 
said, "Well, when you are such a great gentleman, and you are looking for another 
job for yourself!" You no longer need me. I do not want to see you in my house again! 
The cat was not very unhappy about being thrown out of the house. 
 
Frustrated at the bartender, the last time he thrust into the world. He soon found a 
job with another man. And he was alive, but he was happier. They are tired of kissing 
the cat and negotiating with him like this: a cat will serve him, and he will pay him an 
old lullaby and a colorful dress. It will be in service all year long, but that year will last 
three days. When that year came to an end, the man kept the promise: he gave the 
cat his old bird and made a colorful dress. A cat dressed in a dress, licked a bird and 
forgive him, very pleased. And he went back to the world. The road to the world led 
through the woods. The cat went to the forest path and walked and walked, and it 
seemed to him that the forest had no end. He was not scary, but he was not used to 
so much wildlife. And he just started to wonder where this could be a nice sleeping 
place, when he bumped into the fox. - Where are you going? He asked the cat's 
handcuff. "Here, you see," said the fox, "I'm going to the forest and looking for a 
groom. - So when you ask, you've found yourself! Take me! I will be a groom that you 
can only wish for. You will see, everyone will ask you where you came from! A fox 
looks at him - together with a flower and a dress - and he did not seem to be very 
enthusiastic. Then he agreed to take the cat to his jacket. It was already dark when 
the night came. The cat comes in a fox in the jacket, and in there - just a soft 
feather! Imagine not having a better apartment. 
 
He ended up in a feather and slept in a sweet dream. The next morning, the fox rises 
early, catches the turtle and sticks in front of the jaws. The forest road was passing 
through, and by that morning the bear was first met by a bear, old lazy 
acquaintance. See how the fox works and greets her: - Praise be to Jesus! "I'm not an 
aunt, I'm a bride," she answers the fox with a high and resumes. The bears were 
amazed, but he did not stop and did not ask anything. He did not want someone to 
tell him how to put his nose where he did not have a place, so he would gladly find 
out who the fuck is getting married! Soon after, the wolf came across the same 
forest. He was also well acquainted with the fox. He saw her in front of the dagger 
and greeted by far: "Praise be to Jesus! "I'm not an aunt, but a bride," smiles the fox.  
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The wolf was astonished, curled by curiosity. But he did not dare to ask the fox for 
whom he married. Soon there is a wild pig on the forest road, and she also welcomes 
the fox: - Praise be to Jesus! "I'm not an aunt, but a bride," she said. The wild animal is 
astonished, but she does not ask anything but go on. A little later, a bear, wolf, and 
wild boar on a forest booth, talk about fox and wonder. What is this story about a 
marriage? Had she found a groom overnight? And who is this creature?  
 
One cannot be one of their acquaintances, because none of their acquaintances 
are married! "I know what we are going to do," she finally said, wild boar. - You, 
bear, bring wood. You pull, catch some chicken, and I'll order the fire and we'll do the 
baking. The smell will get the groom out of the hole, and then we'll see what it is and 
what it is. Even so, the bear gathered in the woods of dry branches, the wolf in the 
nearby village steals the chicken, and the wild pig orders fire. They sliced the sweet 
roast and brought it in front of the lizard's jacket. And they hid well: the bear climbed 
to the oak, the wild swarming wound in a pile of dry leaves, and the wolf roared 
behind a dead tree. They did not have to wait long. Peanut was fine smelling, the 
scent spread all over the hole and in the lichen hole. 
 
Foxes were not at home, but her groom woke up. "Just fine," he thought, "the 
breakfast will be as good as a bed." And he left the jacket. "Here it is," the bear 
grows as the first space. "Now we'll see what it is like ... But that groom in a colorful 
dress was really weird! The bears on the branch move to see it better. It moves a 
little, moves a little further ... and I break the branch, and the beast moves to the 
ground! Straight to the cat. The beast is scared, and the cat is scared. The bear flew 
into the woods, and the cat with fear sprang to a pile of dry leaves - straight on wild 
boar. It's a scary pig, and a cat is scared. The wild boar hurts into the woods, and the 
cat leaps over the fallen tree - straight to the wolf. Out of great fear, with all its 
power it blows in a flute, and from a sparkling flower, it's just worn in fur. He was 
frightened by the wolf, and he escaped into the woods. When they came to the 
grave of fear, the bear, the wolf, and the wild pigs again sat on the shore. - 
Awesome groom! - sighing the bear. - How she just got on me! - And to me too! Said 
the wild pig. "How could he know that I was hiding under those leaves?" "You'll admit 
that I was worst," the wolf said. - He fired from my rifle! So they complained and 
groaned. And when she came across the fox, she complained of a wild groom. 
 
The cat, too, had escaped from the fear into the forest, but not on the same side as 
the three. And he did not run far away. She hid in a shrub and listened. "A strange 
world lives in that forest," he thought. "Perhaps I'd better go to the world right away." 
But when the fear is over, he remembers all that soft feather and those scented 
furnace and goes back to the jaws. Fox did not welcome him. - What are your 
grooms? - She said. - You cannot wait for the guests! - You are so beautiful to your  
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guests! - Take the cat back. They fall from the tree, leap out of the leaves, hide in the 
ambush as robbers. - If my guests are not good and you go on their way. I will not 
have such a groom. "Well," said the cat. - I do not care. And though he was sorry for 
roast and feather, he turned his fists back and went away. But the way did not take 
him far. He found some shadow and became a wild cat. 
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